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DIMOUT & BLACKOUT

DIMOUT

BLACKOUT

DELINIGHT

DOUBLE FACE BLACKOUT

DELIUS develops high-quality 
contract fabrics with aesthetics and 
function for well-being environ-
ments.

We have been dealing with the 
topics of dimout and blackout for 
many years and are constantly 
developing these fabrics further. 
Our high-quality blackout fabrics are 
characterised by their outstanding 
functionality and durability. They 
darken, can improve room acoustics 
and are flame retardant. 

With a large selection of colours and 
designs, we offer plenty of design 
ideas for rooms - surely also for your 
next project in a hotel, restaurant, 
care, cinema, administration or 
school...

Good luck with the implementation 
of your interior design concept!
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DIMOUT – THE VERSATILE

Dimouts darken bedrooms and hotel rooms and enable a 
peaceful night‘s sleep. In a pleasant way, colours and design 
create an atmosphere of well-being. In meeting rooms or 
classrooms, their function can create perfect conditions for 
screen presentations. But Dimouts are also excellent curtains 
in retirement homes, hospitals or in daycare centre bedrooms. 
Wherever classic outdoor shading is lacking, the Dimout is a 
suitable solution.

Our Dimout range offers a comprehensive selection: Plains 
in all shades, textured surfaces and graphic or floral designs. 
For very special projects, individual design motifs can even be 
applied to the fabric by printing on one or both sides.

Highly Darkening

Double 
Face Design

Room-High

seamless 
hanging

Hygienic
 

72° C
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Function
A dimout is a satin fabric with an inside 
black weft. This fabric construction 
ensures a very dense fabric that hardly 
lets any light shine through and yet has 
a soft flowing drape. 

Design & choice
There is a wide range of plain and 
patterned dimouts to choose from, 
60 standard plain colours, 4800 print 
colours.

In addition, customisation is possible 
from 300 m per colour.

Double Face Design
Due to the same look on the front and 
back, a dimout is also attractive on the 
outside of the window and can easily 
be used as a room divider. 
Dimouts can be printed on one or both 
sides with designs as desired. Likewi-
se, the back can be colour-matched to 
the print designs.
 
Darkening effect
A dimout can achieve up to 99% darke-
ning. The darker the colour, the higher 
the degree of darkening. 

Acoustic properties
Almost all of our dimouts have excel-
lent acoustic values. They are assigned 
to sound absorber classes B and C and 
are thus highly absorbent. 

Room-high
Decorative fabrics in 300 cm width of-
fer great advantages in the production 
process. This means that large window 
areas can be fitted with curtains with-
out having to set disturbing seams. The 
labour savings in ready-to-wear produc-
tion are also considerable. 

Easy care
All fabrics from the Delius Dimout collec-
tion are washable, in any case at 30 °C 
delicate wash. However, many are also 
suitable for washing at 60 °C, which is 
very important in the health & care sec-
tor. We have even tested some of them 
for a 72 °C hygienic wash - again with 
good results for many fabrics. 

Flame retardant
All our dimouts are flame retardant and 
tested according to international stan-
dards. 

DIMOUT – THE VERSATILE
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DELINIGHT – THE SOFT BLACKOUT

DELINIGHT fabrics are textile, particularly soft-flowing blackouts.  
They are 100% blackout, but without the usual coating on the back. 
The function of a blackout is achieved via a dense satin weave and  
the yarn. 

DELINIGHT fabrics are available in finely graduated shades, with the 
front and back being identical. Even the lightest shade has 100 % 
blackout and can be used as a print base fabric. This means that not-
hing stands in the way of individual design.

In addition to the functional advantages, Soft Colour DELINIGHT is  
also environmentally friendly; it is 100 % recyclable due to its pure 
material. 

extremely soft drape

washable at least 30 °C
  
(Health & Care 60 °C)

Special colours possible

Resistant and easy to clean

Flame retardant and tested according 
to internationally valid standards

Double 
Face Design

Soft Colour DELINIGHT

Room-High

seamless 
hanging

100 %  Darkening
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BLACKOUT – THE CLASSIC

The high-quality fabrics of the DELIBLACK collection have a 100% 
degree of darkening. A soft acrylate coating on the back ensures that 
no light can permeate the fabric. We make sure that the coating is soft 
so that the fabric retains its flowing drape and textile feel.

The large selection of different colours and surface structures opens 
up many design possibilities: from coarse textured to wild silk look, 
melange or plain, modern changeant look or wool look.

Coating
Blackouts from DELIUS have at least 
three, but usually four coating lines on 
the back. This makes them less suscep-
tible to „pinholes“. The back coating of 
the blackouts consists of a high-quality 
acrylate soft coating with textile flock. 

Easy care
All DELIBLACK articles are washable at  
a minimum of 30 °C (Health & Care  
60 °C). A special stain protection on the 
front ensures a long-lasting clean look 
and less maintenance. 

Fabric width
In addition to the 140 cm width, DELIUS 
also offers blackouts in 280 cm, 290 cm 
and 300 cm widths.

Special colours
All blackouts offered are available in 
special colours on request. For special 
projects in your own design, we keep 
base cloth in stock.

Flame retardant
Our blackouts have successfully passed 
numerous tests: 
DIN 4102/B1, M1, BS 5867, TYP B, IMO 
Res. A471 (XII), NFPA701, EN 13773, 
C1, etc. (depending on the article).

 
DecaBDE

free
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DOUBLE FACE BLACKOUT – THE INNOVATIVE

Our articles Twin and Twin Colour  are made with a new technology, the „sand-
wich process“. In this process, two layers of fabric are brought together in 
such a way that the functional acrylate soft coating is hidden in between. This 
creates a double-sided textile look and a soft feel. Another plus for this dou-
ble-face darkener is the fabric width of 280 cm. This means that complex and 
sometimes disturbing seams can be dispensed with in the ready-made curtain.

With these properties, the two Double-Face Blackouts are an innovation on the 
blackout fabric market. 

Twin DELIBLACK
Twin is available in seven, finely graduated shades of grey and 
natural tones. The back is in a warm shade of grey.

Twin Colour DELIBLACK
Twin Colour is the coloured version in 25 colourways. The back  
is also in a warm shade of grey.

DecaBDE
free
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100 %  Darkening



DELIUS GmbH & Co. KG
Bielefeld | Germany
contract@delius.de

Leading specialist in flame 
retardant  contract fabrics

www.delius.de

Perfect Darkening


